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1.0 Introduction and Mission
Cryptonetix will be the foremost blockchain asset management, analytics, funding and
educational platform for the burgeoning cryptocurrency markets.
We will build agile web-based and mobile applications for managing, investing, trading and
learning about the cryptocurrency space.
We will ensure our platform will remain the industry leader by working for and with the Cryptonetix
investor and client community to implement an accelerated enhancement program.
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2.0 Technology
2.1 Ethereum Blockchain

Cryptonetix is employing the Ethereum Blockchain Platform for its upcoming assets
management service. Ethereum is a decentralized platform that enables Smart Contracts
and Distributed Applications. We have chosen Ethereum for several important reasons,
most notably:

•
•
•
•
•

Transaction times
Ease of user from a programming and token creation aspect
Several mature wallets already developed
Strong community support
Wallet security and usability

Additionally, Ethereum has been widely adopted by ICO’s and the cryptocurrency community.
Ethereum is one of the most mature blockchains in the cryptocurrency space and industry
innovation continues to be a primary focus. We are confident Ethereum will be a strong market
leader in the blockchain platform arena for many years.
Some additional features that Ethereum has and further reasons for picking this blockchain include
• Wide acceptance across blockchain exchanges
• Smart contracts
• Supportive of ICO projects

Currently several exchanges support Ethereum based assets.
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2.2 Cryptonetix Architecture
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Cryptonetix architecture will feature the latest technology built on the Ethereum Blockchain
Platform, issuance of the Cryptonetix tokens that will be implemented into the Platform. Our
platform will be a blockchain-based SAAS service. The entire architecture will be built using
multiple tiers of technology, with the initial product roll-out comprising a Web, Application,
Caching, and Database tier. We will be utilizing the latest cloud network as well as application
layer security.
Our platform will feature redundancy at every layer of the architecture. The web and application
tier will sit behind load-balancer technology to optimize performance and to balance the load
should any of our servers experience downtime. Multiple caching servers will be available for the
application tier from which to stream data should downtime occur. On the database layer, we will
send transaction logs to secondary database servers for redundancy purposes.
The connection from the client browser to the Cryptonetix platform will be secured using SSL
(Secure Sockets Layer). We will also feature the ability for users to enable 2FA (two factor
authentication), for which our alerting system will require verification to set up.
We are planning on offering our analytical data as well as streaming commentary via a API
websocket for other websites and web applications online to be able to utilize for a monthly fee.
Additionally, any institutional investment firm could utilize our API to build an in-house custom
trading solution or use the upcoming white-label company branded Cryptonetix platform. The
Cryptonetix API will be implemented alongside our platform development and will be available
shortly after our initial release.
The entire Cryptonetix architecture will be on very high-speed Internet backbones, feature
redundancy at every layer of the service and be flexible and agile, allowing us to take advantage
of white-label and branded solutions that we can offer other firms, individuals and websites for
additional revenue streams on a monthly basis.
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3.0 Platform Overview & Cryptonetix Features
Dashboard
The Cryptonetix dashboard will be the command center so users can identify the optimal
blockchain assets for trading and investing. Our platform will feature intuitive heatmaps and
algorithmic indicators displaying the hottest cryptocurrency pairs based on price action, volume,
technicals and fundamentals. We will incorporate real-time blockchain news and provide live
audio and video client updates from our cryptocurrency analysts.
Analytics
Our analytics will be based on AI and non-AI algorithms involving heavily weighted technical
indicators to separate the leaders in the pack from the mundane, worthless cryptocurrency
assets. We will provide detailed analytics that tie directly into the heatmaps and dashboard areas
of our platform.
In addition, we will be working on AI algorithms including a heavy beta phase that will optimize
our system and enable clients to trade with greater confidence. A principal feature of the
Cryptonetix platform will be an exclusive mobile application alerts service that will provide
immediate electronic updates by Telegram, email, SMS as well as Push notifications in our mobile
application of Key Support and Resistance levels, Fibonacci retracements, fundamental breaking
news headlines and pullbacks to ideal entry levels, thus enabling users to make confident and
concrete trading decisions.
Funding
Our custom funding feature will harness the ability for fund managers to create new funds on
the Cryptonetix platform so investors can subscribe to the various investment funds on offer,
thus being entitled to receive monthly, quarterly or yearly profit payouts in various currencies.
Additionally, Cryptonetix will feature multiple investment funds that we host and those holding our
tokens will receive quarterly payouts on profits. Our independent fund tracking system will enable
clients to identify the best performing funds.
Portfolio
We will feature rich portfolio management features including the ability to monitor asset profit and
loss data, track real-time price changes to your bottom line as well as the ability for users to share
their portfolios with the Cryptonetix community so they can gain invaluable insight into trading
trends. Portfolio management will include everything necessary to track assets across days,
weeks, months and years and provide in-depth analysis detailing how assets have performed
across these time horizons.
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Investor Resource Center
The Cryptonetix Resource Center will serve as a unique, continuously updated education hub
featuring exclusive tools and content from professionals. These will include technical chart setups, fundamental analyses as well as a streaming audio and a news service delivering real-time
cryptocurrency news about the blockchain markets. There will be a comprehensive reference
section in which users can find a glossary of the most commonly used terms and industry
buzzwords.
Throughout the building of the Cryptonetix platform we will welcome community and client input
for features to the platform. We believe allowing the community to provide input around our
platform features gives us a valuable edge and allows more interaction between our team and the
end-users and organizations that will be using our platform to make better investing decisions.
In conclusion of the Platform features, the code will be well written, agile and extremely fast. The
architecture behind the infrastructure housing our service will be secure, fast and redundant.
We will take all opportunities to better secure and provide better performance as the application
is deployed globally and on mobile phones. Rest assured we will work hard to make sure our
platform is top-notch from all angles, both development and administration.
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4.0 Investment Funds
At Cryptonetix we believe in a fully diversified client portfolio strategy. There are several ways
we can achieve this, but a distinct initial focus will be on international real estate. We have a
wide network of global partners capable of providing a vast array of investments that meet our
strict criteria. Utilizing high quality deal flow, we aim to provide regular, stable returns for our ICO
participants that hold Cryptonetix tokens for our platform. Additionally, a key component of our
long-term strategy will include investments in other cryptocurrencies and new technology, as well
as trading Forex and Futures with base currency accounts in cryptocurrency.
As the Cryptonetix Investment Fund develops we will analyze and implement varying
diversification strategies. We will feature two Investment funds for those holding Cryptonetix
tokens. For each of these two funds, every quarter-end we will reinvest 25% of the profits to
the funds, 25% will cover company operating costs and 50% will be paid to those holding
Cryptonetix tokens. We will simply scan the Ethereum blockchain for addresses containing
Cryptonetix assets and, based on the amount of assets owned by clients, profits from the 50%
will be paid out to those holders.
4.1 Cryptocurrency Investment Fund
Our first investment fund will focus on the cryptocurrency markets as well as traditional markets.
Our team of traders and advisors will select investments in secondary market coins as well as
new ICOs. We will be analyzing opportunities that have a solid grip on the blockchain markets
and can offer something unique and provide a need as blockchain technology is rolled out across
all industries. Additionally, as all investments will be centered on blockchain organizations, we will
diversify based on the application, service and/or functionality each of our potential investments
hold. Only through stringent due diligence will we invest in these abundant opportunities.
4.2 International Real Estate Investment Fund
Our second investment fund will focus on real estate markets. New ICOs and blockchain startups
are offering what is termed “Fractional Real Estate”, whereas anyone can own a portion of a real
estate property down to as many decimals as the cryptocurrency being utilized for the process
allows. This will enable all Cryptonetix token holders to participate in an investment fund that will
receive quarterly payouts in Ethereum, allowing them to hold small fractions of real estate simply
by holding Cryptonetix tokens.
Sector expertise:
•
•
•

Residential Properties: global markets offering the best returns within the safest
investment environments
Commercial Properties: assured return products with the most reputable market
leaders. These investments can range from part ownership of hotels and resorts to a
warehousing portfolio.
Long-Term Investment in Off-Plan Developments: excellent return potential based on
significant global project flow from our partners.
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5.0 Roadmaps
Development

01/08/2017

15/10/2017

11/03/2018

01/09/2018

Website Launch

Presale

Alpha

1.0

ICO

Community Outreach

Beta

15/11/2017

01/08/2017

01/05/2018

$17
$13
$7
$3.9

MILLION

MILLION

MILLION

MILLION

Management

Investment Fund
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6.0 Token Distribution
The Cryptonetix tokens will be distributed via the Ethereum blockchain. Tokens delivered to your
Ethereum wallet address after the ICO concludes will be registered on our website.
100,000,000 Cryptonetix tokens will be created. No more will ever be issued.

On completion of our successful ICO, funds will be allocated internally for the building of the
Cryptonetix platform as follows:
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